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Chapter 6 

A Representation Theorem for 

Relation Algebras 

In this chapter we consider relation algebras, which may not be Boolean, and provide 

their representation theorem. Relation algebras in the sense of this chapter are equiva

lent to Dedekind categories [Gog67] (or allegories [FS90]) with just one object. Section 

5.1 proved a representation theorem for Dedekind categories, showing that a Dedekind 

category with a unit object satisfying the strict point axiom U1 is equivalent to a sub

category of the category of £-relations (where L is the lattice of all endomorphisms on 

the unit object). A unit object is an abstraction of singleton (or one-point) sets, and, 

following [Gog67], £-relations in section 2.2 are set-functions with values on a fixed 

complete distributive lattice L that is, functions R : X x Y ---t L. The discussion in 

this chapter does not assume the existence of a unit object, and £-relations in this 

chapter are homogeneous relations on a set X, that is functions R : X x X ---t L. 

This study is the first step to prove a representation theorem for Dedekind cat gories 

without unit objects. 

To prove a representation theorem for relation algebra , we use concepts of scalar 

relations and point relations. The concept of scalar r lation is an original one which is 

defined in section 6.1 as a relation included in the identity relation and which commutes 

with the greate t relation with respect to composition. In the ca e of £-relation calar 
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relations can be represented a s alar matrices. VVe use the concept of scalar relation 

to define a new concept of crisp relations which is called s-crisp different from that in 

[KF95 KF 196 Fur97a]. Al o the set of all scalar relations i a complete distributive 

lattice, which is a sublattice of the relation algebra, and scalar relations represent 

membership values. The cone pt of point relations was introduced by Schmidt and 

Strohlein in [SS85, SS93] in the context of applications of Boolean relation algebras 

to theories of graphs and programs, and it played an important role in proofs of 

representation theorems in [SS85, KF95, KFM96]. 

Section 6.1 provides definitions and some prop rties if scalar relations and s-crisp 

relations. In section 6.2 we define a " trict" point axiom by using our concepts of scalar 

relations and point relations. In section 6.3 we prove our representation theorem for 

relation algebras. 

This chapter is based on [Fur97b]. 

6.1 Scalar relations 

In this section we study a concept of scalar relations in a relation algebra R. Note 

that relation algebras in this thesi which are defined in section 2.3 are not Boolean. 

Throughout the chapter all di cussions will assume a fixed relation algebra R with 

\1 # 0. All elements of the relation algebra R are called "relations' for short. A 

relation a is nonzero if a # 0. 

First we provide some properties of relation algebras. 

Proposition 6.1 Let a /3, /3' be relations. Then the following hold: 

(a) If aUa!: id, then a(j3 n /3') = aj3 n a/3'. 

(b) If a!: id and j3!: id, then aU= aa =a and a/3 =an /3. 

(c) If j3 !: id and !3' !: id, then a(j3 n /3') = aj3 n a/3'. 
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Proof. (a) If atia � id, then a,B n a,B' � a(,B n atia,B') � a(,B n id,B') = a(,B n ,8') by 

the axiom R3. 

(b) Assume that a � id and ,8 � id. Then we have 

a =an id � a(id n a�id) � id n atiid � ati 

by the axiom R3. Similarly it can be shown that ati � a holds. Also aa � a is trivial, 

and it holds that 

a = an \7 � a( an ati\7) � a a 

by the axiom R3. Moreover, since a,B � ,8, it holds that 

a,B = a,B n ,8 � a n ,8 and a n ,8 � a(id n a� ,8) � a,B 

by the axiom R3. 

(c) If ,8 � id and ,8' � id, then we have 

a,B n a,B' �(an a,B',Bti),B � a,B',B = a(,B n ,8') 

by the axiom R3 and (b). 

Note that a(nA,BA) � nA(a,BA) and \7\7 

2.4(c). 

I 

\7 hold immediately by proposition 

The concepts of scalar relations and s-crisp relations in relation algebras are defined 

by the following: 

Definition 6.1 Let R be a relation algebra. 

(a) A relation k is called scalar if and only if k � id and k \7 = \7 k. 

(b) A relation a is called s-crisp (scalar crisp) if for all nonzero scalar relations k 

and all relations ,8, k,B � a implies ,8 � a. 
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It is trivial that 0 and id are scalar relation , and that \7 is s-crisp (but 0 and id are 

not necessarily s-cri p). 

The concept of !-crisp relations has been defined in section 5.1 on the assumption 

of the existence of a unit object. The concept of crispness can also be found in section 

3.1, where it is defined via semi-scalar multiplication. In this chapter we need neither 

a unit object, nor semi-scalar multiplication. Instead we used the concept of scalar 

relations to define s-crisp relations. 

Next we provide some basic properties of scalar relations and s-crisp relations. 

Proposition 6.2 Let k be a scalar relation and a, j3 relations. Then the following 

holds: 

(a) ka =an k\7 and ak =an \7k. In particular, k = id n k\7. 

(b) ka=ak. 

(c) (k n k')a = a(k n k'), (k u k')a = a(k u k'). 

(d) If k\7 � k'\7, then k � k'. 

(e) If a and j3 are s-crisp, then so is a n j3. 

Proof. (a) Since k � id and a� \7, it holds that 

ka � an k\7 = k(kua n V) = kk�a = ka 

by the axion R3 and proposition 6.1(b). Similarly it can be shown that ak =an \lk. 

(b) From (a) it holds that ka =an k\7 =an \lk = ak. 

(c ) It follows from 

(k n k')a = (kk')a = a(kk') = a(k n k') 

by propo ition 6.1(b), and (b). Al o it follows from 

(k U k')a = ka U k'a = ak U ak' = a(k U k') 
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by proposition 2.4(b), and (b). 

(d) A sume that k': � k'v. Then k = id n k\1 � id n k'\1 = k' by (a). 

(e) If kr � a n {3, then kr � a and kr � {3 by the axiom Rl. Since a and {3 ar 

s-crisp, r � a and r � {3. Thus r � an {3 by the axiom Rl. I 

In addition to be used in the definition of s-crisp relations, scalar relations also play 

an important role in other resp cts. Let us denote the set of all scalar relations by 

L. Then L is closed under the operations supremum U and infimum n by proposition 

6.2( c) and axiom Rl. So the tuple (L, �' n, u, 0, id) is a complete distributive lattice, 

and it is a sublattice of the relation algebra R with the least element 0 and the greatest 

element id. 

6.2 Strict Point Axiom 

This section introduces a new concept of point relations and a strict point axiom. A 

concept of point relations was introduced by Schmidt and Strohlein in [SS85 SS93] 

to give a simple proof of a representation theorem for Boolean relation algebras and 

apply such algebras to computer science. We made the concept more strict in section 

3.3 to prove a representation theorem for fuzzy relation algebras. The concept of point 

r lations is defined in this chapter in the spirit of ection 3.3, but we have to attend 

to the difference between the notions of crispness in section 3.3 and in this ection. 

B fore d fine the concept of point relations, we describe properties of relations 

which correspond to vectors in [SS85, SS93]. 

Proposition 6.3 Let a be a s-crisp relation such that \1 a = a. Then the following 

three conditions are equivalent: 

(a) id � aa�. 

(b) \"? = a aU. 
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(c) \!=a\!. 

Proof. (a)===}(b) If id � aati, then \1 =\lid� Vaati = aati. 

(b)===}(c) If V = aan, then V = aati � a\7. 

(c)===}( a) If V = a\7, then id = id n V = id n a\7 � a(atiid n V) = aati. 

The concept of point relations in relation algebras is defined as follows: 

I 

Definition 6.2 A point relation x is a s-crisp relation such that xtix � id, id � xx� 

and Vx = x. (Point relations will be denoted by lower case Roman letters such as 

x, y, z, · · · . ) The set of all point relations is denoted by X. 

Note that a point relation x is nonzero from its totality id � xxti. For point relations 

x and y, the relation xtiy is nonzero since y � x( xUy) by the totality id � xx� of x. 

Proposition 6.4 Let x x0, y, y0 be point relation s and k a nonzero scalar. Then the 

following holds: 

(a) If kx � y, then x = y. 

(b) If kx�y � x�y0, then x = Xo andy= Yo· 

Proof. (a ) Since y i s-crisp, it holds that x � y. Using id � xxti, x� � y� and y�y � id 

we have y � xx y � xy�y � x. 

(b) As ume that kxtiy � x�y0. Then we have 

by proposition 6.3 and so y = y0 by (a). Similarly x = x0 holds. 1 

By making use of our last definition of point relations in relation algebras we add 

the following axiom: 
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Definition 6.3 A relation algebra R atisfie the strict point axiom iff: 

R5. (a) For each nonzero relation 0: there are a nonzero scalar relation k and two 

point relations x and y such that xaytl = k \1. 

(b) UxEXxUx = id. 

Note that the condition (b) of the strict point axiom R5 is equivalent to UxExx = \1. 

In what follows we assume that the fixed r lation algebra R satisfies the strict point 

axiom R5. 

Proposition 6.5 Let ex be a relation, x and y point relations. Then the following 

holds: 

(a) If ex is a nonzero relation, then there exist a nonzero scalar relation k and point 

relations x and y such that kxUy !: a. 

(b) Ifx =/= y, then x n y = 0 and xyU = 0. 

(c) xayU = k\7 if and only if ex n xUy = k(xtty). 

(d) If a !: xtty, then there exists a scalar relation k such that a = kxtty. 

Proof. (a) If a =/= 0, then then there exist a nonzero scalar relation k and point 

relations x and y such that xaytt = k\1 by th strict point axiom R5. Since x and y 

are point relations, it holds that 

by proposition 6.2(b). 

(b) As ume that x =/= y and x n y =/= 0. Then there exist a nonzero scalar relation k 

and point relations x0 and y0 such that kx�y0 !: x n y by (a). From proposition 6.4(e) 

X n y is -cri p, so it holds that X�Yo !: X n y. Thus we have 
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by proposition 6.3. Therefore x = y0 = y by the axiom Rl and proposition 6.4(a). 

Finally if X n y = 0' then we have 

xy� = xy� n \7 � ( x n \7 y )y� = ( x n y )y� = 0 

(c) Assume that an x�y = k(x�y). Then it holds that 

xay� xayU n \7 

xay� n (xx�)(yy�) 
x(a n xUy)y� 
x[ k( xUy) ]yU 
k(xx�)(yyU) 
k\7 

by propositions 6.3 6.l(a) and 6.2(b). ext assume that xay� = k\1. Then we have 

anxUy c x�(xay�nid)y 
C xUxayUy 

x�(k\l)y 
k(x�y) 

by the axiom R3, propositions 6.3 and 6.2(b). Conv rsely, it holds that 

by proposition 6.2(b). Thus we have k(xUy) �an x�y. 

(d) It is trivial that if a= 0 then a= O(x�y). Next assume that a "I 0. Then, by the 

strict point axiom R5 and (c), there are a nonzero scalar relation k and point relations 

Xo Yo such that an x�y0 = k(x�y0). Hence we have k(x�y0) �a� xUy, and sox= x0 

and y= y0 by proposition 6.4(b), which implies a= k(x�y). I 

By (d) of the last proposition, for every relation a and for every two point relations 

x, y ther xist a scalar relation k uch that 

and so 

xayU = k\7 
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by (c) of the last proposition. Also, by propo ition 3.4(d), such a calar relation k 

i unique. For a relation a and point relations x y, we define (a)(x, y) to be the 

unique scalar relation k with xay� = k\1. Thus, by proposition 3.4(d), '1/J(a)(x, y) i 

the unique scalar relation such that 

xay� = '1/J(a)(x, y)\1 

Therefore '1/J(a) defines an L-relation on the set X of all point relations in R since the 

set L of all scalar relations is a complete distributive lattice. 

6.3 Representation Theorem 

First we prove a representation theorem for relation algebras satisfying the strict point 

axiom R5. The representation problem of Boolean relation algebras was proposed by 

Tarski in [Tar41] and investigated for a long time, see [SS85, SS93, l\1ad9la] for more 

details on the history of the investigation of the representation theorem for Boolean 

relation algebras. Also we proved an algebraic representation theorem of fuzzy relations 

in section 3.4, and proved such theorems for Dedekind categories (or allegories) and 

Zadeh categories in chapter 5. The following theorem also is a repr sentation theorem 

for Dedekind categories with just one object. 

Theorem 6.1 (Representation Theorem ) Let R be a relation algebra satisfying 

the strict point axiom. Then every relation a has a unique representation 

Proof. Since id = UxExxUx and id = UyEXYUY by the strict point axiom R5, we have 

a idaid 
(UxEX xtix )a(UyEXY�Y) 
Ux,yEXxUxayUy 
Ux,yEXXU (a)(x y)\!y 
Ux,yEXxU?jJ(a)(x, y)y . 
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Finally we show the uniqueness of the representation. Assume that 

Then for all x0, y0 E X we have 

by proposition 6.5(b). I 

From the last theorem we can deduce the next property of the function 'ljJ : R � 

L-Rel(X). 

Corollary 6.1 For every relation algebra R satisfying the strict point axiom, the 

function 'ljJ : R � L-Rel(X) is bijective. 

Proof. If 'ljJ (a) = ((3), then by the last theorem we have 

a Ux,yEXxU?jJ(a)(x, y)\7y 
= Ux,yEXxU?jJ({J)(x, y)\7y 
= (3 ' 

which shows that 'ljJ is injective. Given an L-relation R E L-Rel(X), we set 

Then by the uniqueness of the representation in the last theorem we have 

R(x y) = '1/J(aR)(x, y) , 

which shows that 'ljJ is surjective. I 

The following proposition shows that 'ljJ : R � L-Rel(X) preserves all operations 

of L-r lations, that is 'ljJ is a homomorphism of relation algebras from R to L-Rel(X). 

Proposition 6.6 Let a, (3 be relations. Then the following holds: 

(a) ( 0) =Ox, '1/J(\1) = lx and '1/J(id) =Ex. 
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(b) If ex� /3, then (ex)� '1/J(/3). 

(c) (ex U /3) = '1/J(ex) U '1/J(/3), 

(d) '1/J(ex n /3) = 'ljJ(a) n '1/J(/3). 

(f) '1/J(ex/3) = '1/J(ex)'I/J(/3). 

Proof. (a) The first follows from '1/J(O)(x, y)\7 = xOy� = 0\7, the second follows from 

'1/J(\l)(x, y)\7 = x\JyU = id\7 by proposition 6.3. Remarking '1/J(id)(x, y)\7 = xidy� = 

xyU, the last follows from '1/J(id)(x, y)\7 = id\7 if x = y and '1/J(id)(x, y)\7 = 0\7, 

otherwise by propositions 6.3 and 6.5(b). 

(b) If ex� /3, then '1/J(ex)(x, y)\7 = xexyU � xj]yU = '1/J(j])(x, y)\1. 

(c) It follows from 

'1/J(ex U j])(x, y)\1 - x(ex U j])yU 
- xexyU U xj]yU 
= '1/J(ex)(x, y)\1 u '1/J(j])(x, y)\1 
- ['1/J(ex)(x, y) U '1/J(j])(x, y)]\1 
- ['1/J(ex) U '1/J(fJ)](x, y)\1 . 

(d) It follows from 

'1/J(ex n j])(x, y)\1 - x(ex n j])yU 
- xexyU n xj]yU 
= '1/J(ex)(x, y)\1 n '1/J(j])(x, y)\1 
- ['1/J(ex)(x, y) n '1/J(j])(x, y)]\7 
- ['1/J(ex) n 'ljJ(jJ)](x, y)\1 , 

by propositions 6.1 (a) and 6.1 (c) since x and y are point relations and 

(e) It follows from 

'1/J(ex)(x, y), '1/J(j])(x, y) � id . 

'ljJ (ex� ) ( x, y) \1 - xexUyU 
- (yexxU)� 
= ('1/J(ex)(y x)\l)U 
= '1/J(ex)(y x)\1 
= '1/J(ex)u(x, y)\7 
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since '1/J(a)(y, x) is a scalar relation. 

(f ) It follo\vs from 

?jJ(aj3)(x, y)\l x( aj3)yH 

xaidj3y� 

xa(uzEX zH z )f3yH 

UzExxaz� zj3yH 

UzEX?/J(a)(x, z)\11j;(j3)(z, y)\1 

UzEX1/J(a)(x, z)1j;(j3)(z, y)\1 

UzEX[1/J(a)(x, z) n ?/J(j3)(z, y)]\7 

(1j;(a)?jJ(j3))(x, y)\1 

since 7/J(a)(x, z) and ?/J(f3)(z, y) are scalar relations. I 

It is now obvious that 1/;-1 is a function and is a homomorphi m of algebras of 

£-relations from L-Rel(X) to R. Consequently the following corollary is d due d: 

Corollary 6.2 (Isomorphism Theorem) Every relation algebra R satisfying the 

strict point axiom is isomorphic to the algebra L-Rel(X) of L-relations on the set X 

of all point relations of R, where L is the distributive lattice of scalar relations in R. 

In this chapter we proved a representation theorem for homogeneous relation al-

gebras R satisfying the strict point axiom R5, which can be considered as Dedekind 

categories with just one object, using concepts of scalar relations and point relations. 

In ection 5.1 such a theorem for Dedekind category wa proved without using the 

concept of s alar relations. But in that section, the existence of the unit object was 

a sumed to prove the th orem. The contribution of this chapter is o show that such a 

representation theorem can be proved without assuming the existence of a unit object, 

using instead our new algebraically defined concept of scalar relations. 
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Chapter 7 

Crispness and Representation 

Theorem in Dedekind Categories 

In this chapter we consider Dedekind categories named by Olivier and Serrato [ OS95]. 

One of the aim of this chapter is to study notions of crispness and scalar relations in 

Dedekind categories. A notion of crispness was introduced in section 5.1 under the 

assumption that Dedekind categories have unit objects which are an abstraction of 

singleton (or one-point) sets. To capture the notion of crispness without such assump

tion, we use a notion of scalar relations. The notion of scalar relations in homogeneous 

relation algebras was introduced in section 6.1. The other aim of this chapter is to 

prove a representation theorem for Dedekind categories. Such a theorem for Dedekind 

categories with a unit object satisfying strict point axiom was also proved in ction 

5.1. 

This chapter is organiz d as follows: 

In section 7.1 we define a preoder among objects of Dedekind categories which 

compares the lattice structures on objects in a sense. Section 7.2 studies notions 

of scalars and crispness for Dedekind categories. The scalars on an object form a 

distributive lattice v\ hich would be seen as the underlying lattice structure. In section 

7.3 we recall the definition of L-relations, due to Goguen [Gog67] and illustrate a few 

relationship b tween cri pnes and lattice structures of scalar . In section 7.4 w how 
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a representation theorem for uniform Dedekind categories satisfying the strict point 

axiom without the assun1ption of existence of unit object , and it is proved that the 

representation function i a bijection preserving all operations of Dedekind categorie . 

7.1 Preorder among Objects of Dedekind Cate-
. 

gor1es 

In thi section we provide a preorder among objects of Dedekind categories which 

compares the lattice structures on objects in a s  nse. 

First, we define a function ¢w : D(X, Y) --7 D(W, HI) by 

¢w(�) = \7wx�\7vw n idw: TV� W 

for a morphism�: X � Y and an object W of a Dcdekind category D. This function 

is related to scalars; the relationship will be de cribed in the next section, and the 

following lemma holds: 

Lemma 7.1 (a) ¢w(�)\7wz = \7wx�\7yz and \7 zw¢w(�) = \7 zx�\7yw for each 

object Z. 

(b) ¢w(¢x(�)) = ¢w(¢v(�)) = ¢w(�). 

(d) If\7xy = \7xw\7wy, then�� \7xw¢w(�)\7wy. 

(e) If \7 xv = \7 xw\7wy, then ¢w(�) = Oww is equivalent to�= Oxy. 

Proof. (a) The former follows from 

¢w(�)\7wz (\7wx�\7yw n idw ) \7wz 
C \7wx�\7y�v\7wz 
C \7wx�\7yz 

\7wx�\7yz n \7wz 
C (\7 w x�\7yz \l �vz n idw )\7wz 
c (\7wx�\"1·w n idw)\7�rz 

¢w(�)\7wz . 
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The latter is similar. 

(b) follows from 

¢w(¢x(�)) 

and 

(c) follows from 

\7wx¢x(�)\1 xw n idw (Definition of ¢w ) 
\7wx\7xx�\1YM nidw ( c/Jx(�)\lxw = \7xx�\7yw ) 
\7wx�\7yw n idw ( Vwx\7 XX= Vwx ) 
¢w(�) ( Definition of ¢w ) 

\7wyc/Jy (� ) \7yw n idw ( Definition of ¢w ) 
\7wx�\7yy\7yw n idw ( \7wx¢y(�) = \7wx�\7yy ) 
Vwx�"Vyw n idw ( \7yy\7yw = \7yw ) 
¢w(�) ( Definition of ¢w ) 

D(X, ·v) 

q)yl 
D(Y, Y) 

¢x 

---+ 
¢w 

D(X,X) 

1 ¢w 

D(TV, W) 

( ¢w(��) )� 
(\7wy��\7 xw n idw )� 
Vwx�\7yw n idw 
¢w(�) 

(d) If Vxy = \7x w \7wy , then 

� � n \7 XY 

(e) is immediate from (d). 

� n \7xw\7wy 
c \7 xw(\7wx�\7yw n idw )\7wy 

\7 xw¢xYw(�)\7wy . 

I 

A binary relation -< among objects of D is defined as follows: For two objects X 

and Y, th relation X -< Y holds if and only if \7 x x = \7 xY \7 y x. (Note that the 

three conditions Vxx = \7xy\7yx, idx!: \7xy\7yx and ¢x(idy) = idx are mutually 

equivalent.) It is easy to see that -< is a preorder, that is reflexive and transitive. For 

\lxx = \1 xx \7 xx, and if \7 xx = \7 xy\7yx and \7yy = \7yz \7 zy, then 

Hence its symmetric kernel with X rv Y if and only if X -< Y and Y -< X, is an 

equivalence relation. Remark that in the category Rel0 of example 2.1, two di tinct 

object are n ver equivalent. 
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Proposition 7.1 Assume that X -< Y. If u � idx, u � idx and u "V xY � v "V xv for 

u,v:X�X, thenu�v. 

Proof. It follows from \1 XX= \1 xy\lyx that u = idx n u\1 XX= idx n u\1 xy\lyx. I 

Definition 7.1 A Dedekind category D is uniform if all pairs of objects of D are 

equivalent, that is, if X rv Y for all objects X and Y of D. 

A morphism f : X � Y such that jU f � idy (univalent) and idx � f jU (total) is 

called a function and may be introduced as f : X ---+ Y. 

Proposition 7.2 (a) If there exists at least one total morphism a : X � Y, then 

X-< Y. 

(b) If there exists at least one function f : X ---+ Y, then X -< Y. 

(c) If X-< TV or y-< vV, then \1 XY = \lxw'Vwy. 

(d) If X-< Y and \1 xv = \1 xw'Vwv, then X-< W. 

(e) If\1 xv = pUq for some functions p: W---+ X and q: W---+ Y and if X-< Y, then 

X rv TV. 

Proof. (a) Assume that a is total, then we have idx � a aU � \1 xy \11 ·x. 

(b) It is a just corollary of (a). 

(c) If 'Vxx = 'Vxw'Vwx, then 'Vxv = \lxx'Vxv = 'Vxw'Vwx\lxy � 'Vxw\lwy. 

(d) 'Vxx = \lxy\lyx = 'Vxw\lwy\lyx � 'Vxw'Vwx. 

(e) First note that W-< X by (a). Next 'Vxv = pttq � \lxw'Vwx and so it follows 

from (d) that X -< Ttl!. 1 
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7.2 Scalars and Crispness 

\Ve now introduce the two notions of scalars and of s-crisp relations as a preparation 

for defining a concept of points with a separation property, that is, different points 

never meet. 

Definition 7. 2 A scalar k on X is a morphism k : X ___, X of V such that k � idx 

and k'\7 xx = '\7 xxk. 

A scalar k on X commutes with all endomorphisms a : X ___, X, that is, ka = ak, 

because 

ka = an k'\7 xx = an '\7 xxk = ak . 

It is trivial that the zero morphism Oxx : X ___, X and the identity morphi m idx 

X ___, X are scalars on X. The set of all scalars on X is denoted by :F(X ) . It is clear 

that F(X) is a complete distributive lattice for all objects X. A morphism � : X ___, Y 

is called an ideal if '\7 x x�'\lyy = �. The notion of ideals in relation algebras was 

initially introduced by Jonsson and Tarski [JT52]. The following lemma shows that 

scalars bijectively correspond to ideals. 

Lemma 7.2 (a) If & : X ___, X is an ideal, then k = & n idx is a scalar on X such 

that & = k'\7 XX· 

(b) If k is a scalar on X then & = k'\7 xx is an ideal such that k = & n idx. 

Proof. (a) Assume that & is an ideal on an object X, then we have 

( & n idx) 'J X X � & 'J X X = & = & n idx '\7 X X � ( & '\7� X n idx) '\7 X X = ( & n idx) '\7 X X , 

and 0 ( & n id X) 'J X X = & = 'J X X ( & n id X ) · 

(b) As ume that k is a scalar on an object X, th n we have 

Vxx(k'\lxx)Vxx = k'\lxx\lxx'\lxx = k'\lxx 
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and 

k = kidx = k = k\1 xx n idx . 

I 

Proposition 7.3 Let � : X -r Y be a morphism. Then the following holds: 

(a) ¢w(�) is a scalar on W. 

(b) If X-< Y, then ¢x(¢y(k)) = k for all scalars k E F(X). 

(c) If X rv Y , then :F(X) and F(1''") are isomorphic as lattices. 

(d) ¢x(k)� = �cpy(k) for all scalars k on W. 

(e) If � #- 0 xY, then there i a nonzero scalar k E F( X) such that \1 x x�\1 yy = 

k\1 XY· 

Proof. (a) Set W 

\7ww¢w(�). 

Z in lemma 7.1(a). Then ¢w(�)\lww 

(b) First note that cpy(k)\lyx = \lyxk\1 xx by lemma 7.1(a) and so 

\1 xyc/Jy(k)\lyx \1 xy\lyxk\1 xx 

\lxxk\lxx 
k\lxx 

H nee we have 

(by \1 X X = \1 XY \1 Y X ) 
(since k is a scalar ) 

¢x(¢y(k)) \1 xyc/Jy(k)\lyx n idx 
k\1 xx n idx 
k . 

(c) It is obvious from (b). 

(d) By lemma 7.l(a) we have ¢x(k)\l xY = \1 xwk\lwy = \1 xyc/Jy(k) and consequently 

¢x(k)a =an ¢x(k)\lxy =an \lxyc/Jy(k) = acpy(k). 

( )Set k = ¢x(�). Then it is clear that k is a scalar on X by (a) and \lxx�\lyy = 

k\7 XY by lemma 7.l(a). And k is nonzero by lemma 7.l(d) since � is nonzero. (Cf. 

[KF 196, Th orem 5.4]) 

From the above lemma 7.l(a) we have ¢w as a mapping ¢w : D(X, Y) -r F(lF) . 
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Fact 7.1 

and 

'!wx¢x(�)\lxw n idw (Definition of ¢w) 
'lwx(\7yw n idw (¢x(�)V xw = \lxx�Vvw) 
'lwx�Vvx'lxw n idw (Vwx¢x(�) = Vwx�\lvx) 

\1wy¢v(�)Vvw n idw (Definition of ¢w) 
Vwx�Vvw n idw (Vwv¢Y(�) = Vwx�Vvv) 
\lwy\lyx�\lyw n idw (¢v(�)Vvx = 'lvx�\lvx) . 

In particular, the following holds for � = \1 xy: 

Vwx\lxv\lvxVxw n idw 
\lwy\lyx\1 xy\lyw n idw . 

The Tarski rule for Boolean relation algebras are introduced by Tarski [JT52, SS85, 

SS93, Tar41]. A Boolean relation algebra which satisfies Tarski rule has no ideal except 

for the zero relation and the univer al relation. The next proposition corresponds to 

the suggestion. 

Proposition 7.4 If the Tarski rule holds in D, that is, all nonzero morphisms a : 

X -- X satisfy \1 xxa\1 xx = 
\1 xx, then there is no scalar on X except for the zero 

morphism Oxx and the identity idx. 

Proof. Let k be a nonzero scalar on X. Then, by the Tarski rule, we have 

k\lxx = 
k\lxx\lxx = \lxxk\lxx = \lxx , 

which mean that k is total, and so idx � kkU 
= 

k by k � idx. I 

By u ing the notion of scalar, we define a crispness which called s-crispness (scalar 

cri pness). 

Definition 7.3 A morphism a : X -- Y is s-crisp if kr � a implies T � a for all 

nonzero s alars k : ./y -- X and all morphisms T : X -- Y. 

It i trivial from the above definition that every universal morphi m V' xv is s-cri p. 
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Proposition 7.5 (a) A. morphism is -crisp if and on ly if its coni'erse iss-crisp. 

(b) The i nfimum of twos-crisp morphisms iss-crisp. 

(c) If f : X -r Y is a functi on and a morphism {3 Y ---,. Z is s-crisp, then the 

composite f {3 : X ---,. Z is s-crisp. 

(d) If the identity idy iss-crisp, then so are all fu ncti ons f: X -r Y. 

(e) A. morphism a: X---,. Y iss-crisp if and on ly if its relative pseudo-complement 

a' ==} a is s-crisp for every morphism a' : X ---,. Y. 

Proof. (a) Assume that a : X ---,. Y is s-cri p and kT � a� for a nonzero scalar k on Y 

and a morphism T: Y---,. X. Then c/Yx(k)T� = TUk = (kT)� � (a�)U =a and soT� � a, 

since c/Yx(k) is a nonzero scalar on X by l mma 7.1(e). Hence T � att. 

(b) As urn that ai : X ---,. Y is s-crisp for i = 0 or 1 and kT � a0 n a1 for a nonzero 

scalar k on X and a morphism T : X ------. Y. Then we have kT � a0 and kT � a1, and 

so T � a0 and T � a1 by s-crispness. Hence T � a0 n a1. 

(c) Assume that kT � f {3 for a nonzero scalar k on X and a morphism T : X ------. Z. 

First note that cfyy ( k) is a nonzero scalar by lemma 7.1 (e) and cfyy ( k) f� = jtt k by 

proposition 7.3( d). Then we have 

and so jttT � {3 by the s-cri pness of {3. Therefore T � f jttT � f {3, which completes 

the proof. 

(d) is a special case of (b). 

(e) First assume that a : X ---,. Y is s-crisp and kT � a' ==} a for a nonzero scalar k 

and morphism T, a' : X ---,. Y. Then we hav 

k(T n a')= kT n a'� a 
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and so T n o/ � o.. since o: : X --, Y is s-crisp. Therefore T � o:' =? o:. Con\'ersely if 

a' =? o: is s-crisp for all morphisms o:' : X --- Y, then o: = \7 xy =? o: is s-cri p. This 

completes the proof. I 

It immediately follows from the last proposition 7.5( c) that every composite of 

s-crisp functions is also an s-crisp function. 

A morphism o: : X --, Y is complemented if it has a complement morphism a : 

X--, Y such that o: u a= \7 xY and o: n a= Oxy. 

Theorem 7.1 The followi ng four st at ements are equi valent: 

(a) If k # Oxx and k n k' = Oxx for scalars k, k' E F(X ) , then k' = Oxx-

(b) The zero morphism Oxy iss-crisp for every object Y (that is, if kT = Oxy for 

a nonzero scalar k on X and a morp hism T :X --, Y, then T = Oxy ). 

(c) For every morphism o: : X --, Y, i ts pseudo-complement -,o: : X --, Y is s-crisp. 

(d) Every complement ed morphism o: : X --, Y iss-crisp. 

Proof. (a)==?(b) Assume that kT = Oxy for a nonzero scalar k on X and a morphism 

T: X--, Y. Recall that ¢x(T) is a scalar on X. Hence we have 

k n </Jx(T) = kc/Jx(T) k(\'xxT\7yx n idx) 
C k\! xxT\1 XY 

\7 xxkT\7yx 
Oxx . 

It follows from (a) that ¢x(T) = Oxx and soT= Oxy by lemma 7.l(e). Hence Oxy 

i s-cri p. 

(b)==? (a) is trivial. 

(b) <===;> (c) <===;> (d) is a corollary of the last lemma. I 

Definition 7.4 A scalar k on X is called linear if and only if for ever) calar k' on 

X an equation k n k' = Oxx implies k' = Oxx-
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Let W(X) denote the s t of all linear scalars on "'y . Every identity idx i ob\'iously 

linear. Note that a scalar k on X is linear if and only if its pseudo-complement 

-,k ( = idx n (k =? Oxx)) in F(X) is equal to Oxx-

Lemma 7.3 If X is a nonempty object, then W(X) is a filter of F(X). 

Proof. 0) It is trivial that Oxx is not a linear scalar, whenever X is nonempty. 

i) If ko k1 E W(X), then k0 n k1 E W(X): Assume (ko n kl) n k' = Oxx- Then 

k0 n (k1 n k') = Oxx and so k1 n k' = Oxx, which shows k' = Oxx-

ii) If k0 E W(X) and k1 E F(X) with k0 � k1 then k1 E W(X): Assume k1nk' = Oxx-

Then k0 n k' = Oxx and so k' = Oxx- I 

So the set of linear scalars on X is a sublattice of the lattice F(X) of all scalars on 

X, and as such it is distributive. 

Definition 7.5 A morphism a : X ---, Y is 1-crisp if kT � a implies T � a for all 

linear scalars k : X ---, X and all morphisms T : X ---, Y. 

Proposition 7.6 Every zero morphism Oxy is 1-crisp. 

Proof. Assume that kT = 0 xY for a linear scalar on X and a morphism T : X ---, Y. 

Th n w hav 
k n ¢x(T) k¢x(T) 

k(\1 xxT\lyx n idx) 

C k\1 xxT"Vyx 
C \1 xxkT\lyx 

Oxy 

and so ¢x(T) = Oxx- Hence T = Oxy by lemma 7.l(e). 

7.3 Crispness in £-Relations 

Obviously an L-relation k : X ---, X is a scalar on X if and only if 

Vx, x' EX: k(x, x) = k(x', x') and x # x' ==? k(x, x') = 0 
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An L-r lation R: X -r 1r is called 0-1 crisp [Gog67] if R(x y) = 0 or R(x, y) = 1 for 

all (x, y) E X x Y. Of course the zero relation Oxy, the universal relation 1xy and 

the id ntity relation Ex are 0-1 crisp. For a 0-1 crisp L-rclation R: X -r Y define an 

L-relation R: X -r Y by R(x, y) = 0 if R(x, y) = 1 and R(x, y) = 1 otherwise. Then 

R U R = 1xy and R n R = Oxy. This fact means that all 0-1 crisp L-relations are 

complemented. 

Proposition 7. 7 All s-crisp L-relations are 0-1 crisp. 

Proof. Let an L-relation R : X -r Y be s-crisp. Assume that a = R(x0, y0) is not 

equal to 0 E L for some point (x0, y0) E X x Y. Consider a scalar k on X such that 

k(x, x') = a if x = x' and k(x, x') = 0 otherwise, and an L-relation T : X -r Y such 

that T(x, y) =a==> R(x, y) for all (x, y) EX x Y. Then we have kT � R, since 

(kT)(x, y) =a/\ (a==> R(x, y)) � R(x, y) 

for all (x, y) E X x Y. Hence T � R follows from the fact that R: X -r Y is s-crisp. 

Finally we have 1 =(a==> a)= T(x0, y0) � R(x0, y0), which shows R is 0-1 crisp. 1 

The converse of the last propo ition does not hold in general. Its necessary and 

suffi ient condition is given by the following: 

Proposition 7.8 For L-relations the following statements are equivalent: 

CO. Va, bEL: a/\ b = 0 ===>a= 0 orb= 0. 

KG. All 0-1 crisp £-relations are s-crisp. 

Proof. First assume that CO and kT � R for a scalar k on X, an L-relation T : 

X -r Y and a 0-1 cri p L-relation R : X -r Y. To prove that R is s-crisp we have 

to how that T(x, y) � R(x, y) for all (x y) E X x Y. Since R(x, y) = 0 or 1 by 

th 0-1 crispn of R it is enough to show that if R(x, y) = 0 then T(x, y) = 0. But 
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(kT)(x,y) = k(x x)AT(x y):::; R(x,y). Hence when R(x,y) = 0. we have T(x y) = 0 

from CO and k(x x) # 0. Conversely assume that KO and a A b = 0 for a, b E L. Define 

a scalar k on a singleton set I = { * } and an £-relation R : I ---+ I by k( *, *) = a and 

T( *, *) = b respectively. Then kT = On and so k = On or T = Ou since On is s-cri p 

by the assumption KO. 1 

Proposition 7.9 For £-relations the following statements are equivalent: 

C1. \:fa, b E L : a A b = 0 and a V b = 1 ====}a= 0 orb= 0. 

K1. All complemented £-relations are 0-1 crisp. 

K2. All £-relations which are functions are 0-1 crisp. 

Proof. Trivial. I 

Definition 7.6 An element x of a lattice Lis called linear if x A y = 0 implies y = 0 

for y E L. 

Let k : X ---,.X be an £-relation on a nonempty set X. If k is a linear scalar, then 

k(x, x) is linear in L for all x E X. 

Assume that k(x x) A a = 0 for a E L. Now consider a scalar k' : X ---,. X such 

that k'(x,x') =a if x = y, and k'(x,x') = 0 otherwise . Then k n k' = Oxx and so 

k' = Oxx by the linearity of k. Hence a= 0, which prov s that k(x,x) is lin ar. 

Proposition 7.10 All 0-1 crisp £-relations are 1-crisp. 

Proof. Let an £-relation R: X ---,. Y be 0-1 crisp and assume that kT � R for a linear 

calar k on X and an £-relation T: X---,. Y. vVe have to show that T(x, y):::; R(x y) 

for all (x, y) E X x Y. ow k(x, x) A T(x y) :::; R(x, y) = (kT)(x, y) � R(x, y), and 

ince k(x, x) i linear it follows that R(x, y) = 0 implies T(x, y) = 0, which i , ufficient 

sin e R( x, y) can only be 0 or 1 by 0-1 crispn ss. I 
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The conver of the above proposition does not hold: Consider a Bool an lattice 

L having a nontrivial element s such that s i- 0 and s i- 1, and define an £-relation 

Rs : X ___,. X by R(x x') = s if x = x' and R(x, x') = 0 otherwise. Then it is clear 

that Rs is 1-crisp but not 0-1 crisp. Generally for a Boolean lattice L every £-relation 

is 1-crisp since the identity Ex is a unique linear scalar on X. 

7.4 Representation Theorem 

In this section we first introduce the concept of points in Dedekind categories. Then 

some useful properties on points, due to Schmidt and Strohlein [SS85), and a point 

axiom will be stated to show a representation theorem in uniform Dedekind categories. 

In particular, the point axiom induces a function assigning a concrete L-r lation be

tween the sets of point relations to an abstract relation in Dedekind categories. In 

view of [Fur97b, KF95 SS85] the concept of points in Dedekind categories is defined 

as follows: 

Definition 7. 7 Let D be a Dedekind category. A point x of X is an s-crisp function 

x: X --+X such that \7 xxx = x. 

v\ e will denote the set of all points of X by x(X). 

Lemma 7.4 Let x and x' be points of X. Then the following holds: 

(a) If '\7 xxP = p and p � x for a morphism p: X ___,.X, then p = kx for a unique 

scalar k on X. 

(b) If xi- x', then x n x' = Oxx and xx'u = Oxx-

Proof. (a) F irst set k = ¢x(pxa). Then by propo ition 7.3(a) k is a scalar on X and 

k = pxU n idx from '\7 xxx = x and '\7 xxP = p. tloreover w have 
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Finally the uniquenes of k follows from k = k\' xxnidx = kx\7 xxnidx = pVxx nidx . 

(b) It is enough to how that if x n x' -::/: Oxx then x = x'. As x n x' � x and 

\7 xx(x n x') = x n x', by (a) there is a unique scalar k :X---, X such that x n x' = kx. 

If x n x' -::/: Oxx, then k -::/: Oxx and so x � x', because kx � x' and x' is -crisp. If 

x n x' = Oxx, then xx'� = xx'� n \lxx � (x n \lxxx')x'� = (x n x')x'� = Oxx. This 

completes the proof. I 

Set L = F(W) for a fixed object W. Then L is a complete distributiv lattice. 

A function x(a) : x(X) X x(l'�") -t L assigning x(a)(x, y) = ¢w(xay�) E L to a pair 

(x, y) of points x of X and y of Y, gives an £-relation of x(X) into x(Y). Thu we 

have a function X: D(X, Y) -t L-Rel(x(X), x(Y)). 

Proposition 7.11 If D is a uniform Dedekind category, then the function x : D(X , Y) 

----+ L-Rel(x( X), x(Y)) satisfies the following properties: 

(a) x( 0 XY) = Ox(X)x(Y)' x(\1 XY) = lx(X)x(Y) and x(idx) = Ex( X). 

(b) x(a u a')= x(a) u x(a') and x(a n a')= x(a) n x(a'). 

(e) The function x: D(X, Y) -t L-Rel(x(X), xCY)) is surjective. 

Proof. Recall that x(a)(x, y) = ¢w¢x(xay�) = ¢w¢y(xayti) by lemma 7.l(b). 

(a) It is immediate that x(Oxy)(x , y) = Oww. Note that x\lxyY� = \lxy from 

x 'V x x = \1 x x and y \1 yy = \7 yy. The second equality follows from 

c/Jw(\7 XY) (by x\7 XX = \1 XX and y\lyy = \lyy) 
¢w¢x(\lxy) (by lemma 7.l(b)) 
¢w (idx) (by X rv Y) 
idw (by X rv W) 
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and the third holds from ¢x(xidxx'�) = \7 xxxx'�\7 xx n idx = xx'� n idx and lernma 

7.4(b). 

(b) The former equality is trivial from ¢w(x(a U a')yU) = ¢w(xay�) U ¢w(xa'y�). and 

the latter follows from 

¢w(x(a n a')y�) Vwx(xay� n xa'y�)\lyw n idw 
C Vwxxay�Vyw n Vwxxa'y�Vyw n idw 

( = ¢w(xay�) n ¢w(xa'y�) ) 
C Vwx(xay� n VxwVwxxa'y�\7yw\7wy)\7yw n idw 
C VH x(xay� n V xxxa'y�\7yy )Vyw n idw 
c Vwx(xay� n xa'y�)Vyw n idw 

¢w(x(a n a')y�) 

(c) It directly follows from lemma 7.1 (c) . 

(d) First note that x(a)(x, y) n x(fJ)(y, z) = x(ay�yfJ)(x, z) for (x, y, z) E x(X) X 

x(Y) X x( Z ) ' since 

¢w(xay�) n ¢w(yf3z�) Vwxxay�Vyw n VwyyfJzU\7 zw n idw 

Ther fore we have 

c Vwxxay�(Vyw n ya�x�\7 xw'!wyy(Jz�\7 ZH ) n idw 
C VwxxayU\lyyy(Jz�\7 zw n idw 

VwxxayUyfJz�\7 zw n idw 
( = ¢w(xayUyf3zU) ) 

(Vwxxay� n VwzzfJ�y�)(ya�x�\7 xw n y(Jz�\7 zw) n idw 
c Vwxxay�Vyw n Vwyy(Jz�\7 zw n idw 

¢w(xay�) n ¢w(yf3z�) . 

x(a)x(fJ)(x, z) UyEx(Y)[x(a)(x y) n x(fJ)(y, z)] 
UyEx(Y)X(ay�yfJ)(x, z) 
x(a[UyEx(Y)Y�Y]fJ)(x, z) . 

(e) L t R: x(X) --r x(Y) be an L-relation. Noticing L = F(W) we define a morphism 

o.n : X --r 1 by 

Then we have ¢x(x0any�) = ¢x(R(xo, Yo)) from 
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Hence we have 

which completes the proof. I 

Definition 7.8 A Dedekind category D satisfies the strict point axiom iff: 

UxEx(X)X = \7 X X 

for all objects X. 

Assume that UxEx(x)x = Y'xx- Then it follows from idxnx [ (idxx�nidx)x [ x�x 

that idx = idx n \7 XX = idx n (UxEx(X)X) = UxEx(x)(idx n x) [ UxEx(x)X�X. 

Hence UxEx(x)xUx = idx. Conversely assume that UxEx(x)xUx = idx. Then \7 xx = 

\7xxidx = Y'xx(UxEx(x)xUx) = UxEx(x)Y'xxxUx = UxEx(x)\7 xxx = UxEx(x)X. There

fore the condition UxEx(x)X = \7 x x is equivalent to UxEx(x)X� x = idx. 

Proposition 7.12 If a Dedekind category D satisfies the strict point axiom, then for 

all objects X the identity morphism idx is complemented. Moreover, if the statement 

(a) of theorem 7.1 is valid in D, then idx is s-crisp. 

Proof. Assume that \7 xx = UxEx(x)X. Then it is obvious that 

Y'xx = Y'xxY'xx = (UxEx(x)xU)(UyEx(X)Y) = idx U (Ux:;tyEx(x)X y) 

Her note that for X # y E x( X) we have idx n xUy [ xU ( xidx n y) = 0 X X. Hence this 

shows that Ux#yEx(x)xUy is the complement of idx. I 

Theorem 7.2 (Representation Theorem) Assume that D is a uniform Dedekind and 

satisfi s the strict point axiom. Then every morphism a : X ---r Y has a unique 

repre entation 

where kx,y is a scalar on X for all (x, y) E x(X) X x(Y). 
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Proof. Note that xayU = ¢(xayU)\lx1· for X E x(X ) andy E x( Y ) because xayU = 

\7 xxxayU\lyy = ¢x(xayU)\J xy by lemma 7.l(a). We now show th uniqueness of 

the representation. Assume a = UxEx(X) UyEx(Y) kx,yxH\7 xYY. Then for all ( x, y) E 

x(X) X X(Y) we have kx,y \7 XY = xayH = cPx(xayH)\7 XY and so kx,y = ¢x(xayU) by 

proposition 7.1. Hence it suffices to see that a = UxEx(X) UyEx(Y) ¢x(xayU)xtt\l xYY· 

Since idx = UxEx(x)xUx and idy = UyEx(Y)YttY by the strict point axiom, we have 

a idxaidy 
(UxEx(x)xHx )a(UyEx(Y)YttY) 

UxEx(X) UyEx(Y) xttxayUy 
UxEx(X) UyEx(Y) xtt ¢ x ( xaytt) \7 XYY 

UxEx(X) UyEx(Y) ¢x(xaytt)xtt\l xYY 

This completes the proof. 1 

Corollary 7.1 A uniform Dedekind category V satisfies the strict point axiom if and 

only if the function x: V(X, X) -t L-Rel( x(X) , x(X)) is injective for all objects X. 

Proof. First assume that the function x is injective. Then it follows from proposi-

tion 7.ll(a) and (d) that idx = UxEx(x)xUx, which is equivalent to \lx = UxEx(x)X· 

Secondly assume that the point axiom and consequently the representation theorem 

7.2 hold. Let x(a) = x(a') for a, a' : X � Y. Then ¢w(xaytt) = ¢w(xa'yU) 

for all (x, y) E x(X) X x(Y). Since v is uniform, ¢x(xaytt) = cpy(xa'yU) for all 

(x, y) E x(X ) X x(Y)and so a= a' by the virtue of the representation theorem. I 

From the proof of proposition 2.4( d) it is easy to see that \7 xy =f. 0 XY for all 

nonempty objects X and Y if V has a unit object I and satisfies the strict point 

axiom. 

As a result we have proved that a Dedekind category which has a unit object 

sati fying the strict point axiom is equivalent to a subcategory of a category of L-

relations. 

Let I and X be obj ct in V. An !-point of X is an s-crisp function p : I -t X 

uch that p = \7 IIP· Thus when I is a unit object in V, an !-point of X is just an 
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s-crisp function from I to X. The set of all !-points of X will be denoted by Q(X). 

Proposition 7.13 Let I and X be objects in 1J. Then the following holds: 

(a ) If X -< I, then a morphism x = \1 xiP : X _,X is a point of X for an !-point 

p: I_, X of X. 

( b) If I -<X, then a morphism p = \11xx : I_, X is an !-point of X for a point 

x: X_, X of X. 

(c) If X rv I, then \!Ix = UpEQ(X)P is equivalent to \lxx = UxEx(X)X· 

Proof. (a ) First note that 

\1 X X X = \1 X X \1 X IP = \7 X IP = X ' 

and 

xxtt = (\lxiP)(\lxiP)tt = \lxiPPtt\lix:;:;) \lxi\lix = \lxx 

by X -< I. Next assume that kT � \1 x IP( = x) for a nonzero scalar k on X and a 

morphism T: X_, X. Then ¢I(k)\7JxT = \l1xkT � \lix\lxiP �\!up= p and so 

\lixT � p, since ¢I(k) =/- Ou by lemma 7.1(e) and pis s-crisp. Hence T � \lxxT = 

\!X I \7 I X T � \1 X IP = X by X -< I. 

(b) First note that 

\1 uP= \7 u\1 1xx = \1 1xx = p 

pttp = (\1 Ixx)tt(\1 Ixx) = xtt\1 x1\l 1xx � xtt\7 xxx = xttx � idx , 

and 

pptt = (\!Ixx)(\!Ixx)� = \lixxxtt\lxi = \lix\lxx\lxi = \lu:;:;) id1 

by I -< X. Next assume that kT � \1 Ixx( = p) for a nonzero calar k on I and 

a morphism T : I _, X. Then ¢x(k)\l xJT = \7 xJkT � \1 x/V 1xx � \7 xxx = x 
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and so \lxiT !;;;;: x, since ¢x(k) # Oxx by lemma 7.1(e) and x 1s s-cnsp. Hence 

T !: \7 IJT = \7 I X \7 X IT !: \7 I X X = p by I � X. 

(c) First assume that \7 IX = UpEQ(X)P· Then 

UxEx(X)X = UpEQ(X) \7 X IP = \7 X I UpEQ(X) P = \7 X I \7 I X = \7 X X 

by X � I. Conversely assume that \7 xx = UxEx(x)X. Then we have 

UpEQ(X)P = UxEx(X) \7 JX.'I = \7 IX UxEx(X) .'I = \7 IX \7 XX = \7 IX · 

I 

In this chapter, we defined a notion of s-crisp and points. Unfortunately s-crispness 

is not equivalent to 0-1 crispness in £-relations but just a sufficient condition for 0-

1 crispness. So we gave a condition the two crispness to be equivalent. However the 

notion of s-crispness is enough to make points satisfy separate property, and we proved 

representation theorem for Dedekind categories without assumption of existence of unit 

objects. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion 

The contribution of this thesis is as follows: 

(1) We proposed new two algebraic formalisations of fuzzy relations which are fuzzy 

relation algebras and Zadeh categories and proved their representation theorems. To 

prove such theorems, we used a notion of point relations with a separation property, 

that is, different point relations never meet. In order to make point relations satisfy 

the property, a notion of crispness is necessary. In the two formali ations, we defined 

a notion of crispness via scalar multiplications, which is equivalent to an intuitive 

element-wise definition of crispness of fuzzy relations, namely 0-1 crispness. 

(2) We proved representation theorems for relation algebras and Dedekind cate

gones. As in the case of fuzzy r lations, we used a notion of point relations. Since 

neither relation algebras nor Dedekind categories have scalar multiplications we in

troduced a notion of scalar relations and defined the crispness by u ing the notion of 

scalar relations. Of course the crispness also provided the separation property of point 

relations. 

The li t of our future researches is below: 

(a) As we describ d in (1) the notion of cri pness in fuzzy relation algebras and 

Zadeh categories is w ll defined via scalar multiplications. But in relation algebras and 

Ded kind ategorie , the notion is not so well defined, that is, d finition of cri pne. s 
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in the two frameworks are not equivalent to 0-1 crispness of £-relations. The notion 

of s-crispness is just a sufficient condition for 0-1 crispness of £-relations. 

(b ) We would like to investigate the aspect of new applications of our fuzzy rela

tional calculus. 

The suggestion (a) proposes the necessity to continue studying crispness in Dedekind 

categories. Especially the author is interested in the case that £-relations take values 

in a Boolean algebras; for example power set P( {a, b}) of a set {a, b }. In this case, the 

notion of s-crispness is too strict to characterize 0-1 crispness in Dedekind categories. 

In spite of (b ) , already, fuzzy relation algebras [KF95] which were introduced in 

chapter 3 gave a theoretical basis to theory of fuzzy difunctional dependency in fuzzy 

relational databases [OJ96] , and a rewriting system of fuzzy graphs by using single 

pushou ts [MoK97] based on a study of Zadeh categories [KFM96 ] which were intro

duced in chapter 5. Besides that in the future, our calculus would be applied to graded 

accessibility and fuzzy possible world semantics introduced by Suzuki [Suz96] . In the 

research, accessibility relations correspond to £-relations which satisfy condition CO 

provided in chapter 7. The relations may be useful tool to investigate accessibility 

and reliability of networks. Also the results in Boolean relation algebraic approach 

to theory of natural languages [Bot92a, Bot92b, Sup76, Sup79, Sup81] suggest that 

our calculus may enable them to treat fuzziness in element-free style. But, in order 

to consider applications of our calculus to relational modelling of fuzzy systems, we 

should study fuzzy relational equations in our frameworks. 
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